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TOTAL QUALIFICATION OF CLASS IE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 

I. INT80DOCTIOH 

T' qualification of Claaa IE electric equipment ia an incraaaingly impor
tant activity aaaociatcd with the construction of nuelaar power plants. 
Thia evolution ia largely due to the electric equipment failure* observed 
during the accident at Three Mile Island (THI) in the United States. 

The IMI 2 accident has had Multiple consequences in the U.S. and throughout 
tha world. One of the initial effects is that nuclear regulations are be
coming «ore stringent with regard to equipaent qualification methods 
(tighter requirement*) and the nunbar of components to be qualified (in
stallation of post-accident monitoring systems, mechanical equipment). 
Additionally, THI has affected tha preparation of standards so that some 
existing IEEE standards have been revised and new, more specific ones bave 
been issued. 

Under these circumstances, tba efforts of equipment qualification organisa
tions are subject to an expanding spectrum of constraints. For example, 
qualification engineering is becoming a complex activity particularly for 
toe establishment of appropriate teat programs (interpretation of standards, 
selection of qualification methods and justification of physical laws used). 
Test laboratories are moreover required to make substantial capital invest
ments to establish adequate, effective test facilities for performance of 
increasingly sophisticated qualification teats requested by qualification 
organizations. Finally, industry has to deploy constantly greater efforts 
such as more active participation of manufacturers in the qualification 
process to help improve the sturdiness of components to be qualified and to 
provide users with basic technical data (design life, materials aging laws, 
etc.). 

For nuclear power plant projects in France, Fraostoae and its partners 
ElectricitC <ie France (EDF) and the Commissariat 1 l'Energie Atomique (CEA) 
have responded to the present qualification context by implementing a 
wide-ranging qualification program to acquire aignifleant organisational 
and practical experience. The following sections detail Framatomc'a 
approach to the activities of an organization mandated to provide a 
compléta spectrum of qualification services. 



II. FUNCTION OF A QUALIFICATION PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 

Outlina of a Qualification Program 

' Thorough implementation of a Claia IE electric «quipmnt qualification 
program by the competent organization or qualifier entails completion of 
three consecutiva atapas I) prograa) preparation, 2) prograa implementa
tion, and 3) analysis of test résulta' and conclusion. The qualifier 
assumas extensive responsibility for each of these ataps. 

t. Preparation of a Qualification"Program 

Preparation of a Class IE electric equipment qualification program involve* 
substantial preliminary work requiring a skilled engineering staff. Their 
initial task is to ascertain program needs and constrainta based on fluid 
system operational analyses and safety studies addressing potentiel accident! 
and design basis events. Phase I of this step further includes identificetioi 
of all Claas IE functions to ba performed by qualified equipment in each 
system. A complete list of all requirements is thus compiled to provide a 
foundation for future safety analyses. -

The next taek ia to define equipment groupa, audi as electric motor* or valve 
operatora, according to claaa IE functions determined. For each group, a 
list of typical components can ba established on the basis of constructional 
features required in the relevant design specification. From a qualification 
engineering atandpoint, a typical component can be defined as one «hose 
design characteristics have been adequately determined so as to ba designated 
for qualification to represent a class of components with an identical 
function (e.g., AC servomotors, instrumentation or power cables). 

Phase 2 in this qualification engineering activity includes performing a 
synthesis of various consideration*. Firat, applicable regulations have to 
be studied to determine an appropriate interpretation of criteria or recom
mendations presented in all pertinent documenta such aa USHtC Regulatory 
Guides and IEEE standards. This requires fundamental choice* among various 
options proposed based on a common sen** approach, always taking into 
account the qualification application context to achieve optimum cost effec-



tivanaa* (e.g., apecific or generic qualification) • Another task in 
thia phaac ia to eatabliah envelope condition* to be aatiafied for the 
teat programs (average température, radiation exposure, accident tempera
ture and preaaure profile*) baaed on the value* apecified for the com
ponent environment* in each operating aituation. The envelope value* 
thu* determined ahould ha cooaervativa (e.g., IEEE margin*) and valid for 
tbe largeat number of component* *o aa .to prevent development of excep
tion*. 

Upon completion of the above studies, the qualifier préparée qualification 
engineering document* for each project, i.e. the teat program apecifica-
tione, normally by group of component». These documenta provide the basis 
for the project and contain all requirements to be met (teat sequence 
adopted, teat conditiona, performance characteristics, acceptance criteria). 
They should be submitted to equipment suppliera together with the design 
specifications,' which they supplement. In their propoaala, avppliera should 
take into account requirements in the qualification apecification and pre
sent a detailed test program appropriate for the equipment offered. 

The qualifier ia required to play a key role in the evaluation of equip
ment propoaala through review of test program* praaented by manufacturers, 
since qualification baa become a criterion in manufacturer selection. The 
qualification organization asseaaes equipment qualificability on the basis 
of proposed constructional fcaturca and qualified life. Once acceptable 
manufacturera have been selected, the qualifier hea to perform one 
lest task, the drefting of final test programs based on those sub
mitted by manufacturera. Specifically, the qualifier approves or rejects 
manufacturer technical solutions whan the engineering documents contain no 
apecial requirements (e.g., functional teata and aging conditions) and 
ensures that all supporting information ia provided. Thia leada to the 
difficult job of selecting representative components for qualification 
testing (choice of items or models from a line of products and determination 
of number of individual specimens). When the final teat programs are reedy, 
they ces be implemented in Step 2. 

2. Performance of Qualification Tests 

Cue of the qualifier's prime concerne ia to dispose of test fscilitiea 



for the performance of a qualification program. It ia therefore the 
qualifier's responsibility to promote the creation or development 
of such capabilities. 

In addition, the qualifier mult : a) oversee performance of the qualifica
tion tests in order to achieve optimum cost effectiveness ; b) suitably 
manage test facilities by ensuring their proper usa according to program 
and overall scheduling requirements ; c) organisa tast runs by grouping 
components to minimize the number of tests to be performed ; and ; d) 
provide effective coordination between manufacturers and tast laboratories 
during the implementation of teat runs. 

Finally, the qualification engineer performs thorough technical supervi
sion of sequences typically including aging, irradiation, seismic and 
accident testing ; we can thus easily verify that each step is carried 
out correctly (compliance with requirements, validity of fractionnai re
sults) . In thus connection, the qualification engineer is responsible 
for organising all necessary meetings with the participants to assess 
progress and solve any special problems that arise during the tests. 

3. Analysis of Tast aaaulta and Conclusion 

The qualifier performs an essential engineering activity in this step, 
which includes processing all data from tests performed in order to 
establish equipment qualification reports. One of the initial tasks is to 
collect the documents containing all certified test data, i.e. the teat 
reports of laboratories and manufacturers (frequently in charge of recor
ding certain functionnel characteristics during a complete test sequence). 

The qualifier then assesses the test results and issues a verdict in an 
equipment qualification evaluation report. The analysis of test results is 
sometimes difficult if abnormal operation has occurred (equipment failure 
or degradation) during qualification teats. In such cases, to ensure accep
tability of a teat run, supporting evidence must be submitted to demonstrate 
that the component could have performed its essential safety'function . 



Otherwise, qualification cannot be validated and the test run has to 
be repeated on a andified consonant (redesign). Tha qualifier is alao 
responsible for resolving difficultiea associated with extension of 
qualification obtained to similar components. 

III. TEST FACILITIES 

The following sections present test facilities used in France to 
conduct a total qualification program for Class IB electric equipment. 

{ Although geared to doaaatic needs, they can also meet international re-
\ quireaanta. 

France's qualification teat facilities have been developed to easily 
achieve maximum cost effectiveness. For example, they ware sixed to 
facilitate handling of a large number of components at tha same tias. More
over, certain facilities such as the kali loop vara designed to allow for 
tha possible consequences of changing regulations and ara also intended 
for qualification of non-Class IE components such as pumps, valves or 
even complete equipment unite (e.g., residual heat removal aotor-puap 
assemblies). 

I. Thermal and operational aaina 

Thermal aging, performed in ovens, entails no special temperature problems 
since there are many ovens available in laboratories and manufacturer faci
lities. 

Operational aging teat facilities are more spécifie to the equipment tested 
and are thus only found in specialised labs or manufacturer installations. 
Manufacturera have moreover made special efforts to acquire these capabili
ties such aa, for instance, a valve motorizing teat bench which provides a 
variable torque during operation of the yalvaa. 



2. Irradiation test facilities 
General 

Two faeilitiai belonging to tha CEA ara being utad : CAPRI (Ionizing Radia
tion Application and Promotion Center), located in the Saclay Huclear 
•caeajrch Center, and IRCA in the Cadarache Huclear Reaearch Center. 

The uae of thoae two installations provides a dagraa of flexibility in 
scheduling the qualification teats, considering the comparatively long 
irradiation tine of the équipaient. It also avoids transport of equipment 
between the accident irradiation stages and the themodrnanic tests. 
Finally, it peraits reaearch and developaent work on the behavior of Mate
rials exposed to radiation. 

HCA 

.Introduction 

Tha M C A inatallation.now baiag built at Cadarache, is intended for equip
ment irradiation, to aiaulate aging in a radioactive environnent and apply 
radiation doses corresponding to an accident situation. 

The irradiation reactor ia located inside a large bay equipped with exten
sive handling facilities, in the iaawdiatc vicinity of tha KaLI loop (see 
below). 

An adjacent building can be used for tanporary storage of the materials 
used to help with testa, transport, iaplaaentation and control schedules. 

Description of the IICA irradiation reactor 

The nain feature of the installation design ia ita flexibility, resulting 
essentially froa the sise of the reactor, the design of the irradiation 
theater and the simplicity of the nodular source handling lyaten. Ia 
particular, the installation allows hosisgeneous irradiation, leading withii 
a few hundred hours to integrated doses of 50 to 100 Mrad, obtained under 
nonal tenperature. 



la addition, if irradiation is to taka plaça at a higher than nomal 
temperature, a pool watar heating system providas a perfectly unifoxn 
.toaparature within tha irradiation chamber. 

The reactor include* : 

- an irradiation cbaabar to bold the equipnent, 
- gamma ray eourcee, 
- a pool for biological shielding. 

a) Irradiation chancer 
Thia it a te high and 3.4 disaster cylinder made of 6 am thick black 
steel, hot coated with eposy paint. Thia cylindrical tank ie fixed to 
the bottoai of the reactor pool by a rigid watertight assenbly. A cover, 
locatad te above tha tank bottoa, nakea It possible to keep air inside 
while providing biological water shielding over the whole surface of 
the irradiation reactor when the sources are active. 

Jb) Badiation sources 
Twenty-four te high aad 10en dia. cobalt 60 cylindrical sources ara 
regularly arranged around the irradiation ehaaber to provide an appre
ciably hoanganeoua internal flux of about O.IMrad/hr, obtained with a 
source intensity of about 300,000 curias. 

The ganaa ray spectra can never be strictly the sane aa that of fission' 
products under noraml operation or in a serious accident. Ht ara, never
theless, looking for a way to correctly simulate most multi-line spectra 
of nor* or lass degraded corroaion or fission products using, in parti
cular, a fission products and Co-60 source. 

c) The pool 
Tha irradiation chaaber is placed inside a 10.8B deep and 0.7 z 6.3a 
rectangular pool ensuring biological shielding for the operating staff. 
It is off-centered against one of tha minor walla of tha pool. Source 
storage devices are provided on the opposite end. 



A Bovins foot-bridge spans the pool width and is used for displacement 
of tba sources by the handling personnel. 

•txperiaantel teat equipaant 

The irradiation capabilities of this laboratory include the following : 

- "fagure" gaaaa-ray source, for eaperiasntal purposes, with a 20 000 curie? 
activity.. 

- "Poseidon" gawan-ray source, for large équipaient and high dose rate teats. 
with a praseat activity of 200 000 curiae and a capacity of 10 Mcuriea, 
with pool source storage. 

- "Vulcsin" electron accelerator of 3 HeV and 3kw (variable power fro* 
500 Ice» to 3HeV). 

- an electron accelerator of 300 kaV and 30 kW with a 1.80a baaa scanning 
width. 

The above irradiation capabilities are sspplaaeated by.a raage of polyaar 
testing and investigation équipant and dosiaatric facilities. 

•Qualification teat capabilities 

Soae irradiation tests can be (aad bava actually beaa) iapleaaated inside 
the hot cells of the two abase eeatioaed gaaaa aoarcaa. lowaver, in view 
of the davalopwaat aad inportaars of the qualification progress, a decision 
wae taken to install inside the Poseidon pool a* enclosure specially eaai-
gaad to this type of teat, two preliminary designs were developed for that 
purpose baaed on different aaawaptiona for équipaient cestiag capacities. 
Their aaia specificetioas are ekowa on the following table : 



IMADIATIOH CELL SPECIFICATIONS 

Xnnar diaeoslons 
(ii«iQ (an) 

CALINE 1 CALINE 2 

Xnnar diaeoslons 
(ii«iQ (an) 2250 x 1580 X 2000 4500 x 2000 x 2000 

Operating load (T) 4.5 10 
Max.weight undar 
load (T) 

10 30 

Max. taaperature 
inaida tha call (*C) 

70* 70" 

Teaperatura riaa tin* 
(to 70*C> 

2* b 24b 

Source» Cobalt 60-variable Cobalt 60-*ariabla 
geonetry gawtetry 

Controlled pataaatara : Doaa rata, tenperature, aiivlni—sut 

la both cases* tha call» ara parallapipedie enclosures mada of a base-
plata oo which tha équipant ia fixed, aithar directly or by aeaoa of a 
mounting fram-a, and of a ball Mating on tha baaa-plata. Variable geonatry 
and activity aourca planaa ara arranged on aithar aida of tha enclosure, 
which ia connected to tha top of the pool Tie a pipe for fluid inpply 
(air, power) and neasureacats (teaperature, Monitoring, dosage, 'voltage). 
Iha equipasnt to be tested is installed ia tha cell in the open, aad thia 
is then iaaerged in the pool for irradiation. 

lach enclosure allows iaplaaentatioa of aging and accident irradiation 
according to the existing or cnafinflated apacifieatioae. 

3. Saisnic taetina facilities 

General 

Two laboratories have been selected froa those existing in France i one at 
the Saclay nuclear Keseaxcb Center aad one owned aad operated by Sop ansa 
in Vflixy-Villaeoublay. They both sect the requirements of présent 



regulations and in particular, allow bi-axial stress tests at sufficient 
power levels. 

These labs have been performing for «any years earthquake resistance quali
fication casts for industry, according to conventional procedures, i.e. on 
a single frequency (aine beats and sweeping) and on mono-axial shake tables 
driven by hydraulic cylinders. Vibrating facilities for Mechanical aging 
tests are also available (electro-dynanix nethod). 

Son—aa facilities 

Sop—it owns a complete mechanical t*et lab capable of performing shock 
and vibration tests at low and high frequencies. 

To comply with specifications requiring that the équipant be subjected to 
a bi-axial test with seperate inputs, Sopemea decided in 1976 to build two 
new bi-axial test tables : one of 300 kN capacity with dimensions of 
3 x 3B and a maximum load of 10 t : and one of 40 kN capacity with diman-. 
aions of I x la and a maximum load of 0.4 t. 

In addition, Sopeuea acquired digital control consoles to drive the tablas 
with multi-frequency signals (synthesized accelerograms, noise a.s.o.), and 
digital acquisition consoles to record the response spectra. A 3- phase, 
50 lis, 1-10 kV, 1250 kVA power supply panel enables off-load operation of 
the actors and other equipment units to be qualified, during seismic testing. 

Facilities at CEA Mechanical and Thermal ««search Department (WHI) in SacHy 

This department owns a vibration, seismic and accident investigation labo
ratory specialising mainly in research and development activities, mevertha-
less, the DEMI also performs seismic qualification teats. 

The test facilities in the 0 to 200 Hi range are the following ! 

- a 350 kM mono-axial shake table, called Vésuve, which has been operating 
for many years but was fully renovated in 1977, caoeble of takine 



a maximum load of 20 t. The aize of the cable is 3.1 x 3.1 aetata. 

- a bi-axial vibrating table, called Tournesol capable of a naxinua load 
of 10 t, coaaissianed in October 1977 and used either aa a mono-axial 
(horizontal or vertical) or bi-axial table. 

The two installations are connected with a coaputer for data acquisition 
and processing and for driving control. The 3-phase, 50 Hz, IS kV, • • 
6,000 KVÀ power aupply panel enable* off-load operation of the equipment 
during seisaic testing. 

4. Accident teat facilities 

General 

The KALI loop ia a test loop being built jointly by the CEA and Fraaatoae 
in the Cadarache Nuclear Research Center. It is used to reproduce tba 
thermodynamic (pressure and teaparature) and chemical spraying conditions 
simulating accident and post-accident conditions in the reactor contain
ment. 

Description of the KALI loop 

The installation consists essentially of two test enclosures, in which 
the equipment to be qualified is placed,'and ciiaann aupply and draining 
systems for water, steam, air and spraying fluids. Hand-operated valves 
enable connection of either system to one or the other enclosure. In 
addition, the installation comprises a main control and monitoring desk. 

.Vertical enclosure 

This enclosure can hold practically-all the equipment to be qualified : 
motors, trauaaitters, etc. It is made of three stacked coaponenta : 

- a base plate, to support all the unite to.be tested and the other two 
components. When testing vertical motor-pump sets, this plate can have 

http://to.be


a shaft opening, if the pump is outside the enclosure, or a Buction 
pipe if it is inside. 

- an intermediate sleeve fitted with various tappings for the fluids 
{water, air, power, etc.) and measurements. 

- a cylindrical vertical chamber, covering the equipment assembly and 
supporting the spraying system. This chamber is only installed during 
testing, after all components have been attached and connected. 

.Horizontal enclosure 

This enclosure is used for the qualification of horizontally-installed 
units. It is msde of two main components : 

- a stationary part witb a dished bottom and an upright cylindrical sleeve, 
which provides the same functions as the base-plate and intermediate 
slatve of the vertical enclosure, 

- a circular chamber (with a dished end) bolted on top of the fixed part. 

.Fre-heating air system 

Before the actual test (accident conditions), the temperature must be 
raised to about 50*C. This is achieved with an assembly comprising a fan 
and an electric heating unit. 

Steam system 

The steam supplied is a saturating steam at a pressure of about 30 bars. 
The system mainly comprises a driven expansion valve to reduce the steam 
pressure to about 5 bars (hence at a temperature of about I70°C) and a 
superheater to raise its temperature to about 190 — 200°C. 



.Spraying system 

A pressurised tank is used to prepare the spraying solution and recycle 
it during the entire .test period. This tank is fitted with a steam heating 
plunger for pre-heating before starting the test, and an electric plunger 
to maintain the required temperature during performance of the test. 

The spraying rate is regulated by an assembly including a flowrate transmit
ter, a regulator and a regulating valve. 

A water cooling exchanger, fitted with an automatic valve, is used to 
adjust the temperature of the inner enclosure environment 

The system also includes a draining circuit for the liquid falling down 
the bottom of the enclosures, an automatic pump to recycle this liquid 
to the pressurised tank, and an automatic water make-up valve. 

.Compressed air make-up system 

At the end of a test, the set pressure inside the enclosure is generally 
higher than the saturating steam pressure at the required temperature. 
The partial air temperature must, therefore, be raised. This is obtained 
through a driven expansion valve, fed from the 7 bar air system of the 
experimental area. 

The make-up csapressed air is injected at steam superheater level in order 
to use the thermal inertia of the latter. 

.Exhaust system 

This system includes, in parallel : 

- a remote-operated valve to put the enclosure at atmospheric pressure, 

- a discbarge valve, adjustable from 0 to 10 bars, which can be isolated 
by means of a head-controlled valve. 



•Fresh water eyatesi 

When tha tasted equipment ia a complete motor-pump act, a fresh water 
system allows simulation af the pump load. 

Control and monitoring power aupply panel 

This panel provides control and monitoring of the entire testing process. 
It includes in particular : 

- the control and aupply apparatus for the electrical instrumenta (apart 
from the teated unite), 

I ! 
- a centralized display of all measurements and safety alarma (except those 
applying to tha tested units), 

- a programmer to generate the variable pressure and temperature instruc
tions, 

- the regulating components (flowrate, temperature, etc.) 

Operating condition» 

.Qualification curves 

The thermodynamic conditions; implemented in tha couraa of a teat express 
the time development of the temperature and pressura inside the reactor 
containment. Fig. 3 shows the •avili profila area obtainable with this 
installation. 

.Température regulation inside enclosure 

when the profile specifies that the requestad pressura is lower than the 
saturating eteam pressure corresponding to the requested temperature, the 
température within the enclosure can only be maintained by forced super- j 
heated steam circulation.. 



Hheu the requested pressure is higher than that of the saturation steam 
pressure, the steam supply may be cut off, and the temperature is then 
regulated by modulating the spraying temperature through the water cooler. 

. Spraying rate 

The spraying rate, unchanged during a test, can be adjusted to a level 
of I to 7 mVhr. 

• Steam control system 

The •ixitin instantaneous steam flowrate considered for operation of the 
equipment, is 25 t/hr. This rate is only used in pulses of variable length, 
during the first 10 or 20 minutes of a test. 

Loop control system 

There are three control levels during the performance of a test : 

1. Manual control 
- operations required for initial heating of the enclosure (operation of 

the hot air valves and of the venting valve, of the fan and aie heater), 

- steam system actuation, 

- starting of thermal shock and post-accidental condition programs. 

2. Automatic control systems 
- steam consumption adjustment, 

- liquid level adjustment inside the tank and draining tank at foot of the 
unit, 

- spraying rate adjustment (requested flowrate level is manually displayed 
on console before test starts). 



n 
- electric heating of the pressurised tank, 

- ateaa teanerature adjuataent at superheater outlet. 

3. Controlled cycles 
An electronic or electro-aechanical proereaawr takes over all controls 
corresponding to a complete test Batched to various qualification profiles 4 


